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For lifting and positioning of pallets in loading and unloading applications.  The ZLS floor height lifts 
offer hand pallet truck accessibility with near zero lowered heights.  These rugged lifts offer capacities 

from 2,000 lbs. to 6,000 lbs. In a broad range of platform sizes.  The ZLS floor height lifts offer the 
ultimate in surface mounted, pallet truck accessible lifting equipment.   

 
 
 Flat, dropped pan platform  >>>>   Lays flat on floor allowing easy access for 

operators to roll on loads – no unnecessary ramps 
  

 Narrow side rails >>>>      Minimizes the operators lower back extension –  
                                                                                        a major contributor to back injury 
  

 Narrow back side >>>>     Allows the operator to get up close to the load,   
reducing the need to stretch 
  

 Elastomeric front edge >>>>    Designed to yield when proper footwear is  
        worn preventing toe injury 

 
 Low pressure hydraulic system >>>>    Reduces the possibility of system leakage  

                                                                                    and promotes seal life 
 
 Lift cylinder vented to reservoir >>>>    All hydraulic systems eventually leak, ours tells 

                                                                                      you before the floor gets oily 
 
 Fully adjustable down speed >>>>   “Dial in” the exact down speed needed for  

        each application change 
 
 Full contoured legs >>>>     Maximum thickness where it is needed - at  

                                                                                       the main axle pin 
 
 Heavy duty torque tubes >>>>    Improves stability under eccentric loads 
                                                                                              like half pallets 
 
 Pins, rollers and bushings >>>>   All bushings are lubricated for life 
 
 Heavy duty, wire braid hoses >>>>   Burst strengths which are 400% greater 

than the operating pressure 
 
 Two year parts and labor warranty >>>>  One of the strongest warranties in the industry - 

backed by the best reputation 
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